Host Jafo says:
Star Trek: Apache - Episode #11
Joint Mission Segment # 2
Mission: "HX-20451"

Host Jafo says:
The Ganymede and Apache have entered the Viradona System and met with the Ossarra, a race that is negotiating the purchase of a Federation planet, HX-20451. The presence of Borg Energy Signatures aboard the Ossarra vessel has been the cause of grave concern aboard both ships.

Host Jafo says:
The Ossarra have reassured both Federation vessels that the Borg among them form a kind of 'working class' in Ossarran culture performing services both in and out of the Hydrogen/Argon environment the Ossarra are native too.

Host Jafo says:
First Contact Protocols, and negotiations have begun with Ossarran/Borg Ambassadors Treo and Septimum. The Ambassadors have each chosen a ship to begin the process and will soon join together to complete the process.

Host Jafo says:
Initial observations of the Ossarra vessel suggest a type of cloaking technology that renders their ship indistinguishable from surrounding space as if it blended with space as opposed to distorting it. Other observations include the sensitivity of the Ossarra to our use of shields and weapons.

Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<< Begin Joint Mission Segment #2 >>>>>>>>>>

A_JAG_Vekh says:
::enters Apache bridge looking around for the Captain::

A_SO_Hammond says:
::In stellar cartography trying to find any reason why someone would want this planet::

A_CSO_Storal says:
::at science station one going over sensor data::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::outside the briefing room, taps his combadge:: *JAG_Vekh*: Lt. Cha`Dak to JAG Vekh…

A_OPS_Davore says:
::crawls timidly out of her hiding place behind the console in transporter room one::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Captain Taylor excuses himself from the Conference Room and orders Mister Silek to take his place.

A_CEO_Yeung says:
::in Main Engineering::

A_CMO_Naegle says:
::in Apache Sickbay looking over research on the Ossarra::

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_SO*: Mister Hammond, please join me on the bridge ... I need your help up here.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
::sitting in the conference room with Treo::

Host G_XO_Silek says:
::arrives in the conference room::

G_OPS_Serok says:
::at OPS console looking over her reports ::

Host G_XO_Silek says:
::nods to the CNS::

A_EO_Powers says:
::in Main Engineering::

A_JAG_Vekh says:
::instinctively taps badge:: *A_CTO*: Vekh here, proceed Lieutenant.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
G_OPS: Did you get patched in, sir?

A_OPS_Davore says:
::pants:: Self: Oh my! Borg onboard! ::starts running towards the TL, heading to the bridge as fast as her legs can carry her::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
::nods to the XO as he enters::

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::sitting across from Septimum in the briefing room::  Septimum:  What else can you tell me about this V'halla?

Host Septimum says:
A_CO: So you see, the "one" prophesied that the Ossarra would find V'halla ... and now we have.

A_SO_Hammond says:
*A_CSO*: Aye sir, on my way.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::rechecks his position and that of the Apache::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
*JAG_Vekh*: Sir, the Captain requests you join her in the briefing room.

A_XO_Linard says:
::sits in her chair on the main bridge and wonders how things are going with the CO::

G_OPS_Serok says:
GFCO: I have been patched in, Lieutenant.

Host G_XO_Silek says:
Treo: Sir, I have been monitoring from the Bridge. Please continue from where you have left off.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::frowns and leans close to the OPS console:: G_OPS: Can you turn the volume up then?

A_TO_Masterson says:
::reports in to A_CTO:: A_CTO: Sir, reporting for duty.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
*A_CTO*: Thank you Mister Cha`Dak, I'm on my way. ::heads to Conference Room::

Host Septimum says:
G_XO: The "one" prophesied the Ossarra would find this place ... now we have.

A_OPS_Davore says:
::arrives on the bridge, and yells:: ALL: Borg! Theirs a Borg onboard the ship ... he ... it ... has the captain.! ::pants from running so hard::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: Kath ... I mean, sir, we still can’t find a reason for them wanting this planet.

A_SO_Hammond says:
::enter the TL:: TL: Bridge…

G_OPS_Serok says:
::continues to listen to the conversation going on in the briefing room::

A_SO_Hammond says:
::starts humming as the TL moves::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::turns to the A_TO:: Ah, I was hoping you'd report soon. I need you to gather a security team and return here immediately. 

A_MO_Sarel says:
::in sickbay checking out info on the Ossarra with Doctor Naegle::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: Aye sir.

A_OPS_Davore says:
::blinks at the calm officers on the bridge and wonders if they have already been assimilated yet::

A_JAG_Vekh says:
::enters the Conference Room, looking intently at the Borg-like creature:: A_CO: Captain… ::nods:: …reporting as ordered, sir.

A_XO_Linard says:
::grins:: A_CSO: Just keep on it Mister Storal, I'm sure we'll get something soon...

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
Septimum:  And how did the Ossarra find this V'halla?  ::nods as Mister Vekh enters and motions for him to be seated::

A_CMO_Naegle says:
::turns to Doctor Sarel:: AMO: Well Doctor, what have you found out about these people?

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::enters the briefing room behind JAG Vekh::

A_JAG_Vekh says:
::takes a seat across from Septimum and quietly begins to follow the conversation::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::takes up position just inside the doors of the briefing room::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::skips down the ramp and onto the bridge and quickly runs over to the XO:: XO: Did you know there's a Borg onboard?  ::eyes widen in panic::

A_SO_Hammond says:
::exits the TL and walks over to science one:: A_CSO: Sir?

Host Septimum says:
A_CO: We set a course ... based on the "One's" prophecies. We have been traveling for many years, since before your birth ... since before the birth of your fellow officers.

A_XO_Linard says:
::looks back at Sonja:: OPS: Yes, we're all aware of that Miss Davore ... I assure you, we had the same reaction when we first detected them on the Ossarran vessel. ::grins::

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
Septimum:  This is Commander Vekh, of the Federation Judge Advocate General’s Corps; he will be assisting in the negotiations.

Host Treo says:
::takes an interest in the computer terminal on the conference table and begins to examine it::

A_CSO_Storal says:
::Nods at the XO:: A_SO: I need you to assist me here on the bridge. Maybe together we can try and find a reason why they want this heap.

A_OPS_Davore says:
AXO: But, but… ::puzzled at her calmness::  …wait, Ossarra?

A_JAG_Vekh says:
::clears throat:: Septimum: My compliments Ambassador, I shall endeavor to be of help to the success of this meeting.

Host Septimum says:
::stands and bows at the waist slightly:: Vekh: It is an honor, Commander...

Host G_XO_Silek says:
Treo: Your prophecies are of interest, Could you tell us more?

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
Septimum:  Where are you from that it has taken you all these years to find it?

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
Treo:  Yes please, I am intrigued.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
::mimics the Borg gesture:: Septimum: The honor is all mine

G_HMP_Lu says:
::walks around the bridge::

Host Treo says:
::looks up curiously:: G_XO: I think we should get down to the business of buying this planetoid ... perhaps a neutral site for formal negotiations?

A_CMO_Naegle says:
::notices Sarel's intense concentration on the data:: A_MO: Have you found out anything interesting?

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::checks on navigational sensor readouts and keeps an eye on the Ossarran vessel::

A_SO_Hammond says:
A_CSO: Aye sir, it is baffling why anyone would want it.  Maybe there is something below the surface that we can't pick up.

A_TO_Masterson says:
::taps combadge:: *Security*: I need a team to meet me outside the briefing room.

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_CMO*: Doctor, can you run a check on the medical data base on the Borg and see if the atmosphere of the planet matches Borg requirements.

A_XO_Linard says:
::motions to the chair next to her:: Sonja: Yes, they are now serving the Ossarra.

A_MO_Sarel says:
A_CMO: The Borg are among them ... but working with them.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Sensors on both the Apache and Ganymede suddenly reveal a small structure forming on the planetoid. Sensors indicate the Ossarran vessel is constructing it using complex tractor beams well beyond Federation technology. Within the structure it appears to be an Earth normal atmosphere.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
Septimum: And if I may offer some insight, what exactly make your people so sure that HX-20451 is indeed V’halla?

Host G_XO_Silek says:
::nods:: Treo: That would be acceptable, what did you have in mind ?

A_CIV_Xavier says:
::walks to the outside the conference room::

A_OPS_Davore says:
AXO: Oh… ::pauses and looks away for a minute:::  …then I apologize for my outburst and running onto the bridge like that. ::sheepish grin::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
Self: Whoa! ::nudges Suvok:: G_OPS: Are you picking up on what that ship of theirs is doing, sir?

Host Septimum says:
A_JAG: It is the first planet that has fallen within the "One's" specifications. It is the first of its kind.

A_TO_Masterson says:
::meets the security team outside the briefing room::

A_SO_Hammond says:
A_CSO: Borg, sir?

A_CMO_Naegle says:
AMO:  Yes, that's true.  I find it interesting that they haven’t assimilated them. ::hears Storal's message:: *A_CSO*:  Will do, Commander.

G_OPS_Serok says:
::raises eyebrow:: G_FCO: Indeed I am, Mister Harlok.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
::is sitting back observing the conversation::

A_CSO_Storal says:
::looks at the sensor readings:: A_XO: Sir, sensors indicate a structure on the planet containing a Class M atmosphere is forming.

A_XO_Linard says:
::grins and leans in so no one can hear her:: Sonja: Don't worry about it ... maybe we can have you as our back up when the shipwide comm goes down. ::winks::

G_OPS_Serok says:
*G_XO*: Commander, sensors reveal a structure on the planet.

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
Septimum: You keep referring to this "One", what do you mean?

A_OPS_Davore says:
::blushes a bit more but smiles at the joke::  A_XO: I'll be happy to oblige.  ::grins::  Permission to take the OPS station.

A_XO_Linard says:
::looks up at the CSO:: A_CSO: Structure? What kind of Structure?

A_JAG_Vekh says:
::raises eyebrow slightly but remains unmoved by the 'One':: Septimum: Your knowledge of the Federation seems quite proficient. I believe you are well aware that 'selling' planets is not a common event to us

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
::begins transporting Ossarra officials to the surface::

A_SO_Hammond says:
Self: That’s what one mission when they are stuck in stellar cartography…

Host Treo says:
G_XO: As we speak, the Ossarra are preparing a site on the planetoid that your crew will be able to use. You can beam down your representatives and there you will meet with the Ossarra directly.

A_XO_Linard says:
::nods to Sonja:: Sonja: Granted.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_SO: Yes it appears that the Borg are a working class to the Ossarra.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
G_OPS: Busy little beavers aren't they?

Host G_XO_Silek says:
:: raises eyebrow :: *G_OPS* : Acknowledged ... I have been informed.

Host Septimum says:
A_CO: The "One" is he who guides us.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
::looks through the medical database on the Borg and compares it to the planet::

G_OPS_Serok says:
*G_XO*: Also containing class M atmosphere.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
::follows the CO's cue:: Septimum: Is he the Ossarran leader? Is he on your ship now?

A_OPS_Davore says:
::nods at the A_XO in thankfulness and turns to walk down the little way towards the OPS station at the back of the bridge::

Host Septimum says:
A_CO: Captain, a structure is being prepared for negotiations on the planet. There you will meet directly with the Ossarra. We would like you to send representatives down to negotiate the sale of this planetoid.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: Sir, they are constructing it using tractor beams ... way above our technology.

A_TO_Masterson says:
Verall: Mister Verall, stand on the left of this door.

A_XO_Linard says:
ACSO: Did you say Tractor beams, Mister Storal?

Host G_XO_Silek says:
Treo: We would be honored to meet them.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: That’s affirmative, sir.

A_TO_Masterson says:
Knoxville: Mister Knoxville, stand on the right.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::watches the Hologram of Lu walk behind him and shivers:: Self: It's like having his ghost here.

A_SO_Hammond says:
::verifies the CSO's findings::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
Treo:  Indeed it would… ::smiles::

A_MO_Sarel says:
A_CMO: Yes, that is what is so unusual.

G_OPS_Serok says:
::continues to watch the construction on the planets surface::

Host G_XO_Silek says:
G_CNS: Are you able to join us?

A_TO_Verall says:
TO_Masterson: Aye ma'am.

A_XO_Linard says:
A_CSO/Self: Interesting...

A_JAG_Vekh says:
::hears the Ossarra/Borg humanoid and turns to Captain Tyler:: A_CO: Captain, with your permission I'd like to volunteer to follow up the negotiations on the planet.

A_TO_Knoxville says:
TO_Masterson: Aye ma'am.

Host Treo says:
::nods and stands:: G_XO: We will transport immediately ... who are your representatives?

A_CMO_Naegle says:
::thinks, looks good enough to me:: *A_CSO*: Commander, the atmosphere of this planet will meet Borg requirements.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
::turns to the G_XO::  G_XO:  Yes sir, if I take it easy.

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_CMO*: Thank you, Doctor.

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::nods respectfully to Septimum:: Septimum:  We would be glad to meet with the Ossarra and continue these discussions with them.  ::turns to Vekh:: JAG:  Commander, would you care to accompany us?

Host G_XO_Silek says:
:: stands ::Treo:  The Counselor and I shall join you.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
A_MO: I wonder why that is?  Well let's keep looking, maybe we'll find out the answer.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
*A_CSO* Anytime, Commander, Sickbay out!

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
::awaits the arrival of delegates::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
::stands up and joins the GXO::

A_JAG_Vekh says:
ACO: Absolutely sir, I have great ... interest in this development.

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_XO*: Sir the doctor confirmed my suspicion ... the planets atmosphere would be suitable to Borg requirements.

A_OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
Sonja: Here you go, missy.  ::stands up and lets the cadet have a seat:: Let see how much you have learned in the past few lessons.

A_TO_Masterson says:
::awaits the A_CTO::

A_SO_Hammond says:
A_CSO: Well that would explain it, sir.

Host Septimum says:
::Septimum nods and speaks in a whisper briefly ... suddenly the indicated delegates dematerialize and rematerialize on the surface of the planet in the structure::

A_XO_Linard says:
A_CSO: What about the Ossarra? Will they survive in there too?

Host G_XO_Silek says:
*G_OPS*: We shall be beaming down to the surface.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_SO: See if you can scan the Ossarra vessel. See if you get an idea of the environment they are native too.

A_OPS_Davore says:
::slides into the seat and taps her key code in::

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::nods:: A_CTO:  Lieutenant, return to the bridge and monitor the meeting from there.

Host Treo says:
::Treo stands and nods:: G_XO: The delegates have been chosen then... ::speaks in a whisper words no one and can hear and suddenly the entire indicated delegation beams to the structure on the surface::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: I don’t know for sure, we’re trying to get a peek inside their ship.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::finishes checking Apache's escape and engagement maneuvers and adds his own data then tight beams it back to the A_FCO::

A_MO_Sarel says:
A_CMO: Yes... ::continues the readings on them::

A_SO_Hammond says:
::nods:: A_CSO: Aye sir.  ::begins scans on the Ossarra vessel::

A_XO_Linard says:
ACSO: Good, keep on it. Let me know your progress...

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
::stands quietly as they arrive just outside the environment that has been built to support the humanoids::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_CO: Aye sir. What of the delegates? Will they be safe without a security detail?

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: Yes sir. ::smiles::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: As the delegates materialize on the surface they find themselves in a small structure, much like a comfortable living space on any of their ships. A vast bubble surrounds the structure and beyond it they can see hundreds of small creatures standing and watching them. The creatures remain in the Hydrogen/Argon atmosphere while the delegates are inside the structure. An old and weak looking Borg drone sits nearby, leaning heavily on a cane. Treo and Septimum are nowhere to be seen.

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@::arrives on the planet's surface:: COM: Ganymede: Silek to bridge ... we have been transported to the planet's surface.

A_FCO_V’Taran says:
::keeps the Apache in orbit::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
*G_XO*: Understood, sir. Commander Suvok is a little busy right now, be careful! ::watches Suvok locking on to her crewmembers::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::arrives on the surface::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::registers lifeforms from the Ganymede have been beamed down to the surface of the planet::

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::notices the Ganymede officers:: G_XO: Greetings Mister Silek, it is good to see you again.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
A_MO: Fortunately for us, they are mostly humanoid.

G_OPS_Serok says:
::tries to lock onto the away team::

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::looks around the interior of the structure:: A_JAG:  I believe the Ossarra are more than ready to meet about this planet.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::gives Suvok the thumbs up:: G_OPS: I have some com traffic for you, sir.  Can you lock onto them?

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@ :: raises his hand in the Vulcan salute :: A_JAG: Commander, it is a pleasure to see you again.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::exits the briefing room as the Captain suddenly dematerializes::

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@A_CO: I concur Captain, the mechanics that made possible this construct are ... impressive.

A_OPS_Davore says:
::keeps transporter lock on the Apache's Away Team and monitors their lifesigns from her console::

Host One says:
@::stands weakly, leaning on his cane and approaches the delegates::  All: Sit, sit ... make yourselves comfortable.

G_OPS_Serok says:
::raises eyebrow at G_FCO :: G_FCO: I am trying to, Lieutenant.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_OPS: Sonja, keep an eye on our people down there.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@One:  Thank you. ::sits down::

A_CMO_Naegle says:
::looks again at the data:: A_MO: Wait, I'm wrong … hydrogen/argon atmosphere, definitely not humanoid!

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::stands at attention behind Captain Tyler, watching the small creature::

A_OPS_Davore says:
A_CSO: Yes sir. ::taps her console rather slowly being unfamiliar with the configuration still::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::chuckles and decides not to bug her anymore::

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@::nods to the One:: One: Thank You. :: sits next to the CNS::

A_XO_Linard says:
::looks back at OPS:: Sonja: If needed, are you able to get a secure lock on our people down there?

A_MO_Sarel says:
A_CMO: Then what do you think that would indicate?

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::nods to Commander Silek and joins the others at One's invitation:: One:  We are honored that you have asked to meet with us, thank you.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_OPS: Relax Cadet ... there is nothing like on the job training. You’re doing fine.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::nods to G_CNS as he waits for the CO to sit first::

Host One says:
@All: Delegates, thank you for coming at our request ... I am the "One" and have brought my people to this planet.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::sits::

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@ ::nods to the Apache crew::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::nods:: A_XO: I do have a lock on the Apache's away team, sir.  And if need be, we can pull the Ganymede's crew out as well.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::turns to the security detail:: TO Verall: Ensign, take ensign Knoxville and go to Transporter Room One...

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::turns towards TO Masterson::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::nods to the Apache crew::

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@::watches as delegates approach the ONE::

Host One says:
@::shuffles away from them to the edge of the 'bubble' ... motions for Captain Rhianok to come through::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::smiles shyly at the A_CSO:: A_CSO: Thank you, kindly.

A_XO_Linard says:
::grins:: Sonja: Good, just the feeling of security I needed.

G_OPS_Serok says:
::nods in satisfaction as she gets the lock on the away team::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_OPS: We’ve been thru worse. ::smiles::

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::observes carefully everything going on around them::

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@ ::observes both delegates::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_TO_Masterson: Come with me, Lieutenant.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_SO: Any luck looking into that behemoth over there?

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@::slowly moves toward structure, a mask appears on his face::

Host One says:
ACTION: Rhianok passes effortlessly through the Oxygen bubble; he appears to be wearing some kind of rebreathing mask.

A_OPS_Davore says:
A_XO: Besides ... OPS Rakhmatullin will take over if the need arises. ::grins over at the officer that she has became friends with over the last couple of weeks::

A_XO_Linard says:
::tries to figure out how the Borg got to be involved in all this::

A_MO_Sarel says:
A_CMO: I wonder what type of creature would survive in that kind of atmosphere.

A_OPS_Rakhmatullin says:
::nods at the A_XO and A_CSO::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::approaches the turbolift and awaits the new TO::

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@:: approaches and bows slightly::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::confirms and locks in maneuvers from Apache FCO:: G_OPS: Coordination of joint maneuvers with Apache established, sir.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
A_MO: They're ugly?  No, no, just kidding…

Host One says:
@::escorts Captain Rhianok forward:: All: This is Captain Rhianok ... he leads the Ossarran people to their salvation, here on V'halla.

A_SO_Hammond says:
A_CSO: I'm working on it, sir.  It is huge though, isn't it?

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::nods to Rhianok::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO_Cha`Dak: Aye sir. 

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::watches One and Rhianok as they pass through the bubble:: OCO: Greetings, Captain.

A_TO_Masterson says:
::follows the A_CTO::

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::raises eyebrow at this new display of Ossarran technology and looks from CO Tyler to Cmdr Silek and CNS Ashworth::

A_MO_Sarel says:
::laughs:: A_CMO: Hey, you never know!

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_CMO*: Doctor, any luck obtaining any medical data on the Ossarra?

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@ALL:: Welcome.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
TL: Deck one, Bridge.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
A_MO: Well, Argon was once used to make lighted signs.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::greets the newcomer Ossarran::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_SO: Yes Lieutenant, it is immense.

A_OPS_Davore says:
::finally caught up with her breath and slowed her pounding heart::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::stands next to the A_CTO::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::stands with hands behind back as the turbolift quietly hums its progress::

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@A_CO_: Shall we begin?

A_CMO_Naegle says:
*A_CSO*: They live in a hydrogen/argon atmosphere. They're vastly different from most humanoids.

A_MO_Sarel says:
ACMO: Oh ... then maybe they have a glowing essence?

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
::finishes with the minor emergency and sprints for the bridge::

A_XO_Linard says:
A_SO: Any more readings on that Ossarran vessel? I'm curious as to what kind of tractor beam technology they are using.

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@ ::listens with interest::

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_CMO*: Do they share any physiological characteristics with the Borg?

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: No sir, we’re still working on it.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::adjusts the Mede's position to keep synchronized with the meeting place on the planet::

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::nods slightly to Commander Vekh in response to his glance:: OCO:  Yes, Captain.  I believe that we are all interested in this discussion and the history behind this planet being called V'halla.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
::chuckles a bit:: A_MO: They're ugly and can light up a room.  Okay down to business, hydrogen/argon atmosphere.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::exits the turbolift and heads for tactical one speaking to the A_TO as he walks:: A_TO_Masterson: Welcome to the bridge.

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
::jumps in the TL::  Computer: override safety protocols and get me to the bridge priority one, Authorization Taylor One-Alpha.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::listens with intrigue::

A_SO_Hammond says:
A_CSO: It appears to be the same as the planet, sir.  That would explain their interest.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: Thank you sir. ::follows the A_CTO::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_TO: Please man tactical station two, Lieutenant.

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
::arrives on deck one and walks out on to the bridge::  OPS:  Report, Mister Serok.

A_MO_Sarel says:
::laughs again:: A_CMO: Right... ::thinks about the hydrogen element::

G_OPS_Serok says:
::looks up as the Captain comes on deck:: G_ALL: Captain on Deck…  ::snaps to attention::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: Aye, sir.

A_FCO_V’Taran says:
::aligns the Apache's path right behind the Ganymede's following a synchronous orbit around the planet::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::walks over to tactical two::

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
ALL:  As you were.  ::takes the center chair::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::mans tactical one and begins scanning the surface of the planet, monitoring the delegates::

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, Commanders Silek and Ashworth have been transported to the surface of the planetoid to discuss the purchase of the planet.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@OCO: Captain Rhianok, do you understand that 'selling' planets is not a usual event to the Federation

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO/A_SO: Well it appears to be similar to our technology, but very superior to ours.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: What do you want me to do, sir?

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: I have a transporter lock on them and am monitoring them.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::monitors Apache’s flight path with the Ganymede and nods approval:: Self: Boy ... I'd love to try the helm of a New Orleans class someday.

Host One says:
@::sits near the Captain and sighs deeply:: A_JAG: You must have some method of appropriating possessions.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
*A_CSO*: No, Commander.  We have determined that they weren't assimilated.  Odd, I know.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@OCO: The latest report on such an event dates back to our 23rd century.  An entrepreneur named Harcourt Fenton Mudd purchased a small planetoid.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_TO: Monitor the Apaches shields and weapons whilst I monitor the delegates.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO/A_SO: I would guess it’s more precise than ours ... so superior that they are able to use it like an extension of their hands.

A_OPS_Davore says:
::turns her head towards the A_CSO and listens to the information beginning to feel a bit guilty::  Self: It's not eavesdropping ... is it?  Its just information gathering ... that's it.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: Aye sir.

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
::raises eyebrow:: OPS:  Indeed. Is their any new information on the Ossarra and their designs on this planetoid?

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@A_JAG: It is our destiny to come here

A_TO_Masterson says:
::brings up the Apache's shields and weapons and goes over them to catch up on this ships weapons systems::

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@One:  Septimum spoke to us about your people traveling many years to arrive here.  Where are your people from?

A_XO_Linard says:
ACSO: Apparently so ... it could be extracting something in the planet's composition to create that bubble.

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_CMO*: Well that explains why they are using the Borg as workers. Are the Ossarra capable of doing the labor necessary to construct that ship?

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, we know they believe it is V'halla, a type or Ossarran Promised Land, apparently. The also spoke of “One” who knows.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
GCO: We are in a synchronous orbit above the meeting place constructed by the Ossarra on the surface, sir. ::brings up latest navigational sensor readout frowning at the information::

Host One says:
@::pats Captain Rhianok on the shoulder:: OCO: That is a question for the Captain....

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::lowers the shields and takes weapons offline:: A_TO: We must keep weapons offline and shields down. The Ossarra are very nervous about our weapons and shields.

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: The planetoid would be hospitable for the Ossarra, I believe.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@OCO: I'm not debating that Captain Rhianok; I just wanted to clarify the position of the Federation regarding this event. We all have an interest in a positive outcome.

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  A bit cryptic at best.  ::frustrated grimace::  Can you use your bond to communicate with Silek and get us a status report on the sly?

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: I didn't mean to, sir. I believe I pressed the wrong button … sorry.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
*A_CSO* No, sir.  Their physiology does not allow them to do so.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_TO: I should have mentioned that before … just make sure we have plenty of power going to both.

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@A_CO: Our home world is in what you call the Delta Quadrant

A_SO_Hammond says:
A_CSO: With that capability they could construct anything they want.  Very interesting that we never heard of them till now though.

G_OPS_Serok says:
::almost smiles but represses it:: G_CO: Aye Sir.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: Aye sir.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::looks at the Captain and smirks, thinks Suvok is turning into the Ganymede spy::

A_MO_Sarel says:
A_CMO: Strange that they are working together with the Borg. I wonder if both would find some benefit to colonizing the planet.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_CSO: How did they manage to take over our transporters so easily?

G_OPS_Serok says:
~~~*GXO*: Commander, what is your status. ~~~

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@A_CO: We started our journey long ago, when the Borg attacked our world

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::makes mental note:: Self: Delta Quadrant ... plus they have Borg among their crew.

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_CMO*: What about their brain activity?  Does it suggest a heightened state of consciousness.

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
FCO:  What's ship's status, Mister Harlok?  ::grins back at him::

Host G_XO_Silek says:
~~~ G_OPS: Captain Turnbull is negotiating … the Ossarra originate from the Delta quadrant. We are not in any danger ~~~

A_TO_Masterson says:
::continues to review the Apache weapons systems while watching the shields and weapons::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::continues to monitor progress of the Away Team:: A_XO: So far so good.  ::looks at all the blips on her console::

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@A_CO: We are all that remain of the Ossarra.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
GCO: Engineering reports all is green, except for the quirk with the universal translator, and...

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_SO: Agreed … but someone with that knowledge could probably have kept themselves hidden.

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::listens intently to the Ossarran Captain::  OCO:  And what led you to this planet?

A_XO_Linard says:
A_SO: Mister Hammond, can you see what's in the surface make-up? I'm curious to see if they use some kind of natural resource to create that bubble.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@OCO: All of your species is currently on the vessel in orbit?

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::scans the Ossarran vessel for weapons signatures::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::sighs:: G_CO: I'd like to adjust the warp harmonics again, sir. I just don't like what Lieutenant Renee did at Avalon.

A_FCO_V’Taran says:
A_XO: We're maintaining a distance of 50,000 kilometers behind the Ganymede, in synchronous orbit with the planet.

G_OPS_Serok says:
::nods her head:: G_CO: Captain, Captain Turnbull is negotiating and Commander Silek says they are in no danger.

Host One says:
@::breaths deeply:: All: The Ossarra ... and us few Borg among them, have traveled nearly 90,000 light years to find V’halla. We are finally here. The requirements of the Ossarra are very specific. Few planetoids meet their needs. This is the first one we have come across.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
::checks the data on their brain:: *A_CSO*: Consciousness? No sir. Maybe a little more spirituality than we are used to.

A_XO_Linard says:
::nods to OPS:: Sonja: Thank you, keep me posted.

A_SO_Hammond says:
A_CTO: With the level of technology they have they probably had no trouble doing it.  Much like when we meet someone we are more superior too tech wise.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_SO_Hammond: Still, they must have bypassed all authorization codes. That worries me.

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  My thanks, Commander.  I would not normally ask.  Has there been any more discussion of just what V'halla is outside of a holy place? Like what they intend to *DO* with it?

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_CMO*: I see ... so they need the Borg for daily tasks then?

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@OCO: How is it that their are so few Ossarra left? What event occurred to change that?

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@One: I'm sure that if more information is provided we could even help you in your search for other worlds like this. The Federation cartography spans over hundreds of thousands of light years.

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
::thinks about this situation and starts to look for patterns::

A_MO_Sarel says:
::listens in to A_CSO comm::

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, just colonization.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
*A_CSO*: Looks that way. The drones seem to be just … menial laborers.

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_CMO*: But what would the Borg get out of this?

A_SO_Hammond says:
A_XO: I'll check that now, sir.  ::starts scanning the planet's surface::

Host One says:
@::frowns and grimaces sighing deeply:: G_XO: We came...

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: Any attribute I have that is an asset to the ship, I will use at your request.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::sits quietly and observes::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::finishes reviewing Apache weapon and defense systems::

A_MO_Sarel says:
ACMO: Yes, that is what I was wondering ...what benefits the Borg in all this?

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@::Turns to the One::

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Yes, but why here.  ::pensive expression::  What do we know of Ossarran anatomy thus far?  And what does the Borg have to do with this?  ::thinks a few seconds::  Run an analysis on what Borg basic requirements for survival are and compare to this planetoid.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
*A_CSO*: That, Commander, is the ‘sixty-four thousand bars of gold pressed latinum question’…

A_SO_Hammond says:
A_CTO: That’s what you get paid to do … worry about things and as well you should.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_CSO_Storal: Commander, do we have a lock on the delegates that beamed down earlier?

A_CMO_Naegle says:
A_MO: Let's you and me find out the answer for him, shall we?

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Aye Sir.  ::begins to run analysis::

A_XO_Linard says:
::works at her console configuring some ideas about what they know so far in the Ossarran technology::

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@Captain: With your permission, I'd like to send a message to the Apache so they could begin searching for worlds like this one… ::pauses:: …if that is acceptable to our hosts. ::looks to OCO and One::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::makes sure the shields and weapons are at full::

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::looks from Capt. Rhianok to One:: One: Captain Rhianok mentioned that the Borg assimilated the Ossarran homeworld, yet it appears that they are living in harmony with Borg on their ship.  And you are here as one of their leaders.

Host One says:
@A_JAG: The Borg attacked the Ossarran homeworld. Their technology was a considerable enticement. The battles were fierce. You see there is more to this planet than just its atmosphere. The very makeup of this planet follows the prophecies of V'halla. This is the planetoid we seek.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
*A_CSO*: When we find out the answer, we'll let you know.

A_CSO_Storal says:
::chuckles:: *A_CMO*: Acknowledged Doctor, keep me appraised of any new data.

A_MO_Sarel says:
::smiles at Doctors comment:: A_CMO: Absolutely!

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_CTO: Yes Mister Cha`Dak, we do.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
*A_CSO*: Aye sir.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_CSO_Storal: Good. I feel a little better ... just a little.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
AMO: Okay Der, let's get to work.

Host One says:
@::nods to Vekh:: JAG: You have our permission ... we are not holding you here against your will. You may communicate freely.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::cannot shake the feeling that something is not right about our new Ossarran 'friends'::

A_SO_Hammond says:
A_XO: Sir, there is nothing out of the ordinary on the surface.  That bubble is all their doing it appears.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@ONE: But if there is the slightest chance of this not being V'halla ... we should try to make sure of it. Please allow us to review our stellar library for cross-references.

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@A_JAG: Of course, Commander.

G_OPS_Serok says:
~~~*GXO*: What is the status of the negotiations ~~~

A_TO_Masterson says:
::speaks to herself:: Self: I'm going to need some blood wine after this.

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@ One: You wish to colonize this planet?

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  While you are at it, look into anything we know about the history of the Borg and the history of this region of space.  Mister Harlok, you help as well, and Mister Serok, feed some of that info to my station.  Let's get to work on this.

A_XO_Linard says:
::smiles up at the CTO:: A_CTO: Relax Mister Cha`Dak, the Ossarra haven't given us any reason not to trust them.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::nods to both One and Captain Tyler, as he rises and walks a short distance::

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@A_JAG: You will find only one other planet like this one in you federation.

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: Aye Sir.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_XO_Linard: Aye sir.

Host One says:
@G_XO: The Ossarra wish to colonize this planet ... those of us among them who are Borg simply serve their needs. We are alive due to their gentle nature. We owe our freedom from the Collective to the Ossarra.

A_CSO_Storal says:
::walks over to the A_XO:: A_XO: Sir ... it seems, according to medical data, that the Ossarra aren’t capable of working. They can’t even perform menial labor. That’s where the Borg come in, but what do the Borg get?  Who is controlling them?

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@COM: Apache: This is Cmdr Vekh, come in.

A_XO_Linard says:
::nods:: A_SO: Understood, thank you Mister Hammond.

A_TO_Masterson says:
ACTO: I do not have a good feeling about them either.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::nods at the Captain:: G_CO: Aye Sir! ::accesses recent reports concerning this sector of space::

A_OPS_Davore says:
COM: JAG: Read you loud and clear, sir.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::stops mid-sentence at Ossarran Captain’s comments:: OCO: And by any chance do you know its location?

A_OPS_Davore says:
AXO: Commander Vekh is hailing, sir.

A_CSO_Storal says:
::hears OPS and chuckles at her response::

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
::begins to examine the physical data about the Borg and Ossarra gathered so far::

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@ One: I thank you for your candor … It is a unique society that both of you have developed.

A_XO_Linard says:
::nods to OPS:: Sonja: Put him on speakers.

G_OPS_Serok says:
::transfers info to the G_CO::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::nods at  TO Masterson’s words::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::nods:: A_XO: Aye sir.  ::puts JAG on audio::

Host One says:
@::smiles a weak smile:: G_XO: The Ossarra are a unique people...

A_XO_Linard says:
COM: Vekh: Yes, Mister Vekh, how are things going down there?

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::begins to sift through the reports book marking anything to do with UFO's or Borg activity in the area::

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@COM: Apache: OPS: Mister Davore, I'd like you to have someone working on a quick search of Hydrogen/Argon worlds like this. Please let us know of your progress.

A_OPS_Davore says:
::thinks, this job isn’t so bad::

Host OCO_Rhianok says:
@A_JAG: You will find it on the other side of your Federation. It does not fit our needs

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_CMO*: Forward your findings to the Ganymede as soon as they become available.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@COM: Apache: OPS: The Ossarran firmly believe that this planet is something of a sacred place and are intent on having it.

A_OPS_Davore says:
::tilts her head slightly and turns to look at the A_XO::

A_CMO_Naegle says:
AMO: What would the Borg get out of the arrangement is the question? I 'm not sure they would get anything out of it.  Slavery is all I can think of.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: I’m on it… ::searches Stellar Cartography for the requested data::

A_CMO_Naegle says:
*A_CSO*: Aye Commander.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::approaches respectfully:: OCO: May I inquire what this second world doesn’t have that is present here?

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@OCO:  How did you learn so much about the Federation?

Host One says:
@A_JAG: No other planet fits our needs.

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
OPS/FCO: Here's something ... the Borg we have encountered here seem to have a small collective, but are still individuals.  What is that telling us?  Anything you can turn up yet?

A_XO_Linard says:
ACSO: Good question, do scans show they are still a collective mind?

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::grumbles as the reports he scans reveal nothing of note::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: Sir, there is another planet that meets this requirement but its on the other side of the Federation.

Host One says:
@::chuckles hoarsely:: A_CO: You learn a lot in 90,000 Light Years. The Federations reputation precedes you.

A_MO_Sarel says:
ACMO: If the Ossarra are a very spiritual race, maybe it is more than a material gain.

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, I have not gotten anything else yet.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: Let me see… ::smiles::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::shakes head:: G_CO: Nothing of note about recent Borg activity, sir.

A_TO_Masterson says:
::continues to monitor the shields and weapons::

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
GFCO:  Keep at it, Mister Harlok.  Try another angle.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::returns to negotiation table:: One: Should that be understood as you do not consider the hypothesis of your requests not being granted?

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_CMO*: Doctor, can you scan the Borg to see if they are under the influence of the collective or working independently.

A_XO_Linard says:
ACSO: Where exactly is it?

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@ One: The Federation has a reputation in the Delta Quadrant?

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, they are from the Delta Quadrant.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
COM: Ganymede: G_OPS_Serok: This is chief tactical officer Cha`Dak from the Apache. Is all well on the Ganymede

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: It’s situated between Romulan and Klingon space.

Host One says:
@G_XO: The Federation has a reputation throughout this Galaxy ... there are few planetoids that have not at least heard of the Federation. However, our awareness of your society did not come about until we had begun this journey. We learned of your existence slowly, over time.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
*A_CSO*: Yes, sir. A_MO: That might give us some answers.

G_OPS_Serok says:
COM: Apache: A_CTO_Cha`Dak: Everything is fine here, CTO.

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::smiles and nods in response:: One/OCO:  What is in the make up of this planet, that no other planet would suit your needs?

A_XO_Linard says:
::nods:: A_CSO: Any thoughts as to why they chose this planet?

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
COM: Ganymede: G_OPS_Serok: Very well, Apache out.

A_SO_Hammond says:
A_CSO: That's the only one I've found, sir.

Host One says:
@::sighs deeply:: A_JAG: I hope that it will not come to that ... but if the Federation refuses to allow us to colonize this world... ::looks to Rhianok:: ...then their are other Galaxies to search.

G_OPS_Serok says:
COM: Apache: G_CTO: Acknowledged, Ganymede out.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::continues listening with certain interest as the situation gets more intricate by the minute::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: Not a clue.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::she begins to feels tired and it shows in her actions, or lack of::

OCO_Rhianok says:
@::looks back with a noticeable frown::

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
::stokes chin::  ALL:  Delta quadrant ... there were reports from there of a massive Borg force. OPS:  Can you have Commander Silek ask for a detailed list of the specific requirements and get back to us at the earliest opportunity in whatever way he can?

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::surprised:: One: Are your people able to travel to other galaxies?!

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: Aye sir.  

A_CMO_Naegle says:
::scans the Borg:: *A_CSO* Well they're not a part of the larger collective, they seem to have one of their own going here.

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_CMO*: Acknowledged Doctor, bridge out.

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@ One: If the Federation granted you're request ... what would be your plans afterwards?  Would you be interested in joining the Federation?

Host One says:
@All: The requirements of the Ossarra are ... not tangible things. Beyond a breathable atmosphere there is little they require. But this planetoid speaks to them. They are at peace here. In their minds is serenity ... here. It is difficult to explain.

G_OPS_Serok says:
~~~ *GXO*: Commander, can you get a detailed list of specific requirements and let us know at the earliest possibility?  ~~~

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: Sir, they aren’t part of the collective as it were. But they have one of their own here.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
::transfers available data to the Ganymede on the physiology, atmospheric necessities, and so forth::

A_MO_Sarel says:
::reads the scan:: A_CMO: Is it possible to be partially assimilated? What about formerly assimilated … then changed back?

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_OPS: Forward our findings to our Away team, it may help them out.

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@ ~~~ G_OPS: You may tell the Captain that all they require is the planet, it seems. ~~~

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  …and have him ask what their plans are if they were to settle here.

A_XO_Linard says:
::sits back in her chair, her hand under her chin in deep thought:: A_CSO: I see...

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::looks up from his console at the Captain:: G_CO: As far as I can tell ... nothing unusual has occurred in this area until we were contacted by the Ossarran.

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, information coming through from the Apache.

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@One: The Federation would surely do whatever is within our possibilities to help your people at this critical moment.

G_OPS_Serok says:
::transfers information to the G_CO::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::she has uneasy feelings about this situation but she keeps it to herself for now::

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@One/OCO:  What are your plans for this planet, other than colonizing it?

Host One says:
@All: For now ... we will leave you to discuss the situation among yourselves. ::stands and escorts Rhianok away from the delegates::

Host G_CO_Taylor says:
G_FCO:  Good work.  G_OPS:  Put it through.

A_CMO_Naegle says:
AMO: Partially assimilated? I don't know.  As for assimilated and brought back … are you familiar with the story of Locutus of Borg?

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::grimaces:: G_CO: It's as if they just appeared one day.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: Everything is fine with the shields and weapons, sir.

A_OPS_Davore says:
::closes channel between Apache and JAG while still maintaining a comm link between the  away team and the ship.:

Host G_XO_Silek says:
@ :: stands respectfully as they leave ::

OCO_Rhianok says:
@::=turns and walks slowly away with One::

G_OPS_Serok says:
GCO: Sir, Commander Silek says that they only require the planet. 

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::continues to monitor the delegates from the Apache and Ganymede, feeling insecure about them being without a security team::

A_JAG_Vekh says:
@::looks from one to another of the Officers:: All: What now?

Host A_CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::stands as the representative’s leave::

Host One says:
@::stops before leaving:: All: We wish to make this planet our home.

Host One says:
<<<<<<<<<< End Joint Mission Segment #2 >>>>>>>>>>

